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Abstract
This project consists of performing upgrades to the NRLMOL code in order to enhance its performance
by increasing its flexibility by utilizing dynamically allocated arrays and enable the simulating of larger
systems than it’s currently capable of executing, as well as exploring simultaneous concurrent
executions of the program through the use of an already existing MPI environment.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of a large part of physics
and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known, and the difficulty is only that the exact
application of these laws leads to equations much too complicated to be soluble. It therefore becomes
desirable that approximate practical methods of applying quantum mechanics should be developed,
which can lead to an explanation of the main features of complex atomic systems without too much
computation. Paul Dirac1

The advent of recent computer technologies has made it available to effectively harness the
combined power of computers connected through a network to work together as a group in solving
numerical problems which would be otherwise difficult to solve on a single computer, although not
impossible, the time it would take to solve it would not be of practical use. Thus, networked computers
(known as clusters) or supercomputers are the most viable means of solving large numerical problems,
the mathematical operations and data must be divided amongst the computing units to work
independently and communicate with each other to construct a final solution. One such problem to be
solved involves the prediction of properties of new materials that have yet to be produced in the lab.
Computational simulations can screen materials and their properties in order to avoid the time that
chemists would spend synthesizing materials and testing the properties, by performing these simulations
of materials on the quantum level, it is possible to effectively determine their properties and thus
construct databases that chemists can reference to select the best candidates for production. Both
computational simulations and experimentation provide a stream of data that each other can benefit
from, (Fig. 1.1).

1

Figure 1.1: Interrelation between disciplines and results.

1.1

Quantum Mechanics for materials
Quantum mechanics requires la
large
rge amounts of calculations to produce practical numerical

results, as the variables and equations increase in complexity as the atomic structure to be studied also
increases. Density functional theory (DFT) provides a means of reducing the number of variables
varia
required to effectively
ectively simulate a system, but even with this reduction, only systems with an order of
approximately 200 atoms were considered for effective simulation, as a larger number of atoms requires
additional memory for storage, this starts to conflict with the actual memory limitations of the
computing units. The NRLMOL code, which is the subject of this work is a code currently used by the
electronic structure lab in the Physics department for organic photovoltaic calculations.
1.2

The NRLMOL project
NRLMOL, the Naval Research Laboratory Molecular Orbital Library is a massively parallel

code for electronic structure calculations on large molecules and clusters. The code is based on KohnKohn
Sham formulation of density functional theory and solves Kohn-Sham
Sham equations by expressing the
Kohn-Sham orbitals as a linear combination of Gaussian orbitals. It permits full or partial structure
optimization, calculations of harmonic vibrational frequencies, infra-red
red spectra, Raman spectra,
polarizability, density
nsity of states, joint density of states, vibrational polarizability etc. Uses the point group
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symmetry of molecules in efficient manner, and practically any point group (e.g. D20H, Ih, C40H etc)
can be used. The default basis set of the NRLMOL has been specifically optimized for the PBE
exchange-correlation functional and is larger than the triple-zeta basis set. It is principally developed by
Mark Pederson and collaborators.
The code has been primarily written in FORTRAN 77, so the purpose of the present work is to
allow the code to take advantages of new developments of the FORTRAN 90 programming language
and newer compilers available in modern supercomputing clusters like the ones in TACC2 and NERSC3
and make use of new mathematical tools available.
The current size of NRLMOL is given in Table 1.1. Over time, the file extensions represent the
code that has been upgraded or added to the project:
•
•
•

Files with the .f extension are FORTRAN 77 files; these represent some of the original serial
code.
Files with .ftn are mostly files were MPI has been implemented.
Files with .f90 are the newest files added, and make use of the FORTRAN 90 compiler
specification.
Table 1.1: NRLMOL code breakdown.
File extensions

Files

Lines

.f

169

29,861

.ftn

122

24,542

.f90

12

12,576

Total

303

55,679
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Chapter 2: Dynamic Allocation
Dynamic allocation is the procedure through which an array can take any specified size once the
program has been compiled and is already being executed. Previously, arrays had to be declared initially
to a given size which remained unchanged throughout the execution of the program. Dynamic allocation
allows an array to take any size without the need to recompile the program, this allows more flexibility
since it allows the program to become less dependent of the input values that the user must specify and
must recompile the program before each execution.
In NRLMOL, this input values are managed by modifying the values of a file called PARAMS,
which contains parameter values that determine the size of various arrays that the program uses.
Dynamic allocation ensures that arrays only use the memory they need, so no extra memory is wasted
when they are too big, which limits the size of the molecules to be worked on. And it also assures that
the program does not crash because their size is insufficient.
However, care must be taken when using dynamic memory, since the allocation and deallocation
of arrays, consumes time which can actually degrade the performance of the program.

2.1

Coulomb array
The size of this one dimensional array depends on the value of the calculated mesh, which is

stored in a variable called NMSH, in previous versions of NRLMOL; this array was just defined to have
a size of a parameter called MAX_PTS, whose value had to be given explicitly before compiling the
code. A comparison was made by the code to ensure that _ 

 , otherwise the code

stopped so the user could manually increase the value of MAX_ PTS, recompile and rerun the program.
By allocating this array dynamically, the value of MAX_PTS is not used and the calculated size of the
mesh NMSH is used to allocate the array. This ensures maximum memory savings as the size of the
array is allocated to only the size needed, this makes the process automated and the user does not need to
intervene. The size of the Coulomb array is



 . Where MXSPN is the spin of the system

(also defined in PARAMS).
4

2.2

Rhog array
Depending on the approximation that the user requests, a different number of partial derivatives

will be calculated, these are stored in this array. This three dimensional array contains the partial
derivatives just described. Its size is





 , where NMSH was just described

above, KRHOG is the number of different partial derivatives, this is given as a parameter in the
PARAMS file.
Also, when running in parallel mode, at the end of the iteration cycle only the master node needs
the information of the Coulomb array, so copies of the array are deallocated for the rest of the nodes.
2.3

Packed arrays
Another upgrade done to the code is the utilization of packed arrays, since there are two main

matrices of size

that the code utilizes, and these matrices are symmetric, there is no need to store

the entire matrix in memory, and only either the upper or lower diagonals needs to be stored. Since it is
impossible to allocate two dimensional arrays in a non-rectangular size, only a one dimensional linear
array of size




must be allocated (Fig. 2.1). In order to access the elements of the linear array using

the coordinates of a two dimensional array ,    !, a mapping must be
established between the two coordinates of the matrix of size
 !   " 1

and the index of the linear array

$  $  " % with the value of iaux being calculated as % 

&&


 ∑&)* (.

The formulas only give the index for the range of coordinates where the upper triangle is the one that is
stored in the linear array. Thus, this is only valid when  + . To obtain the elements in the lower
triangle  ,  from the linear storage, we must invert the indexes, making use of symmetry of the
matrix-,   , ..
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Figure 2.1: Mapping a matrix to a linear array.
Another reason for storing matrices in packed arrays is because some of the new
implementations of LAPACK5 introduce variations of functions to calculate eigenvalues that can now
handle packed arrays as inputs instead of matrices, so the full storage of matrices is therefore not needed
nee
and the code make use of them.
2.3.1

Hamiltonian Array
This array originally contained the Hamiltonian matrix, its size is determined the by the variable

NBAS, the number of basis functions needed to represent the wave function. The values for this array
arr
were transferred from the linear array HSTOR were the values were read from file. Currently the
diagonalization of this array is done in a packed from directly from HSTOR. The array is still allocated
to size
2.3.2

, since it is used to store the calculated eigenvectors by the master node.
Overlap Array
This matrix contains the overlap between the adjacent atomic sites. Same as with the previous

array, this matrix is no longer allocated and its values are used in packed form directly from
fr
HSTOR.
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Chapter 3: Group Calculation
One of the functionalities of the NRLMOL code is the ability to calculate the vibrational
frequency of a molecular structure; this is done by specifying the desired frequency mode in an input file
named RUNS. However,, this causes that only a single vibrational energy can be calculated at a time.
Therefore, obtaining several vibrational frequencies must be done by manually executing the code for
each vibrational mode required.
3.1

Communicator Splitting
In order to concurrently
currently calculate a series of these vibrational frequencies, once the parallel

execution begins, the default global communicator which contains all nodes available when the parallel
environment is generated, is divided into several smaller communicators (Fig. 3.1), called now groups
which contain a smaller number of nodes, but still large enough number of them to run the calculation
effectively, without communication overhead.

Figure 3.1: Communicator split.
3.2

Execution
In a single job submission, the modes are calculated by splitting the default global communicator

into a smaller communicator (one for each requested mode). Since there will be several copies of
NRLMOL being executed concurrently, each will not have any co
communication
mmunication with the other copies
7

and will work independently. Before the communicator is split, each node calculates what its new rank
and group will be; the master node (rank 0) of each of the new groups generated does the following:
1. Creates the directory in which all nodes belonging to that group will work on.
2. Copies the necessary input files from the parent directory to its specific directory.
3. Generates the RUNS file which specifies what vibrational mode this group will calculate.
All nodes move to their corresponding directory and begin execution. Once the calculations are
done for all groups, their communicator is discarded and they all go back to the original communicator
before shutting down the parallel environment.

8

Chapter 4: ScaLAPACK Driver
An important part of the upgrades the code, the implementation of a parallel diagonalization
routine was essential to avoid a current bottleneck in the calculation.
During the execution of the program, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian and
overlap matrices need to be calculated by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem   /0.
Previously, the program executed a LAPACK command to obtain these values; the problem is that
LAPACK is a series of functions that execute on a single processor, causing that only the master
processor on the existing parallel environment to execute the function while the rest of the processors
remain idle. This causes an unnecessary delay on the program and wastes time that could be used by the
rest of the processors, so implementing a ScaLAPACK function became essential.
ScaLAPACK4 is a library of high-performance linear algebra routines for parallel distributed
memory machines, built upon LAPACK5 and BLAS6 (Fig. 4.1). ScaLAPACK solves dense and banded
linear systems; least squares problems, eigenvalue problems, and singular value problems. The key ideas
incorporated into ScaLAPACK include the use of:
1. A block cyclic data distribution for dense matrices and a block data distribution for banded
matrices, parametrizable at runtime.
2. Block-partitioned algorithms to ensure high levels of data reuse.
3. Well-designed low-level modular components that simplify the task of parallelizing the high
level routines by making their source code the same as in the sequential case.

9

Figure 4.1: ScaLAPACK structure dependencies.
This parallelization is different than the MPI implementation of the rest of the code, since it does
not implement the honey bee algorithm, where a large calculation is segmented as a series of subtasks
which are delivered to a smaller number of processors on a per request queue of available processors by
the master processor9. In this case, the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices are distributed to all nodes
involved in the execution of the code so as to achieve the maximum distribution of the data to all
processors, dynamic load balancing cannot be applied to this portion of the code, since once the data has
been distributed to the existing processors, the addition of more processors will not cause any speed up
of the calculation and such additional processors will be ignored by the program during the execution of
this function.
4.1

Configuration
Some preliminary configuration and operations must be done in the data as well as the

processors that will
ll execute a ScaLAPACK function:
1. The matrix to be worked on must be divided int
into sub matrices using block cyclic distribution, so
every node has a portion of the matrix to work on. For this, a block data size must be defined;
that is, a small sub matrix of given number of rows and columns which are smaller than the
original global matrix, this block data size must be small enough to ensure that all processors get
10

a similar size of sub matrix to work on to ensure homogenous calculation time amongst the
processors, but not too small so that the data is fragmented too much. There are no recommended
values for this so a trial and error method must be implemented.
2. The existing processors must be distributed in a processor grid (a matrix of processors), where
processors are now accessed by their coordinates on the grid and not just by their processor
number assigned by the MPI environment. Again, for this we must define how many rows and
columns make up this processor grid, again there are no guidelines except that a square processor
grid is recommended.
3. The matrix must be distributed to the processors. This is done by mapping the data grid
cyclically on the matrix and assigning the resulting data blocks to the processors on the processor
grid (Fig.
4. Other auxiliary arrays and matrices must be allocated; ScaLAPACK provides an auxiliary
function NUMROC from which processors can determine how many data blocks they will have,
so they can allocate their respective memory for their assigned part of the global matrix
accordingly.
5. Once the ScaLAPACK function has been successfully executed the eigenvalues will be located
in an array that has the same content for all processors. To calculate eigenvectors however, these
are block cyclic distributed amongst the processors, so a block cyclic collection must be
performed so that the master node has the full matrix of eigenvectors.
4.2

Block cyclic distribution
To perform the block cyclic distribution the matrix is partitioned starting from the upper left

corner into blocks of size 0

0, where the initial block will be given to the processor with

coordinates (RSRC,CSRC) on the processor grid of size 1

2 . Thus, for matrix entry (I,J) equation

(4.1) can give the coordinates 1 , 2  of the processor where it will be stored, equation (4.2) gives to
coordinates (l,m) of the local block in which this entry will be located, equation (4.3) gives its local
coordinates (x,y) on that block.

11

56

<6

1 , 2     3 $ 4 9 :; 1 , 3 3 $ 4 9 :; 2 
78
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=, :  4

56

>? 78

9 , @A " 1/2

0C

(4.1)
(4.2)

,   :; D " 1, 0 $ 1, :; A " 1, 0 $ 1

(4.3)

Once the function has executed successfully, the eigenvalues will be stored in an array accessible
to the master node. However for eigenvectors, these are distributed in block cyclic form across the
processor grid, so a collection must be performed, so the master node can have them available before the
rest of the calculation can continue.

Figure 4.2: Block cyclic distribution.
This process is more efficient since it allows to utilize all processors in the calculation of the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian matrix, therefore taking less time to obtain these
values, it also is more efficient in memory management since only the master node needs a full copy of
the matrix, all the temporary matrices that the processors need in the execution of the ScaLAPACK
function are allocated only during the execution of the function and deallocated immediately afterwards.
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Chapter 5: GUI Frontend
In order to help new users get involved in performing molecular calculations with NRLMOL, a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) was developed using the Java16 language. This GUI will help new users
understand how to create the necessary input files and submit executions on the different systems
available to our group.
5.1

Main Window
The main window of the program ((Fig.
Fig. 5.1) informs the user that there is no working directory

set, this is the first task to be done, since all files will be handled there, this allows that whenever a file
dialog window opens the directory where that file resides is already set. Also (in the case of new
projects), it informs the user that the two main input files that NRLMOL needs have not been crated yet,
these files are called: CLUSTER and NRLMOL_INPUT.DAT. The last global configuration needed is
to set the preferred terminal, this is a system dependent value, since it depends on which graphical
window system the user has installed on his computer: GNOME or KDE. It allows the usage for other
generic terminal programs which the user may or not have installed on his system.

Figure 5.1: Main window of the GUI.
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In order for the user to specify the directory were his files will be defined and stored, the user
must open the directory selection window from the main menu (Fig. 5.2). Once this is done, the user can
proceed to create the required
ed input files.

Figure 5.2: Selection of the working directory.
5.2

CLUSTER file
The CLUSTER file creation window (Fig. 5.3) provides the user with the options that this files

requires to be defined:
1. The required approximation, this can be: General Gradi
Gradient
ent Approximation or Local Density
Approximation.
2. The Density Functional to use on the molecules.
3. The point group symmetry of the molecules.
4. A text area where the atom coordinates can be entered, additionally for each atom an all electron
basis set or pseudo-potential
potential can be requested.
5. The net charge of the system.
6. The net spin of the system.

14

Figure 5.3: Creation of the CLUSTER file.
5.3

INPUT file
The other input file creation window, for $NRLMOL
$NRLMOL\_INPUT.DAT$
_INPUT.DAT$ (Fig. 5.4) asks the user to

determine which subroutines will be executed once the calculation has converged, these are:
•

JNTDOS.- Calculates the joint density of states of the atoms.

•

WFGRID.- Provides a grid for plotting wave functions.

•

DOSOCCU.- Calculates the Density of states of the molecules.

•

FORMFAK.- Performs Ferro
Ferro-Magnetic analysis of the system.

•

ATOMSPH.- Performs atomic sphere calculations.

•

MATDIPOLE.- Calculates the dipole moment of the system.
Additionally, the user must specify which specific subroutine to use in order to perform

diagonalization
alization on the regular arrays that the program uses, and which subroutine to use for packed
arrays.

15

Figure 5.4: Creation of the input file.
5.4

Execution window
Once these files have been created, the user can now perform calculations on the structure

defined in the CLUSTER file. The user can choose to perform a local or remote calculation: that is,
perform the calculation on the computer he is working on or connect to a remote cluster. To do this, the
user must open the execution window (Fig. 5.5), whe
where these options are defined.
For remote executions, the user must specify in which remote system the execution will be
submitted, the appropriate username and password on that system. The next options will be needed to
generate a job request script neededd to submit the execution to an execution queue on the remote system.
Once the user presses the submit button, the CLUSTER, NRLMOL_INPUT.DAT and job script files are
copied to the remote system on the remote directory that the user specified, where the appropriate
app
NRLMOL binary must already exist. After that, the program submits the job script to the appropriate
execution queue, the execution of the script that launches the application will depend on the workload
on the remote cluster.
When submitting a remote
mote execution, this window requests extra information from the user,
since the program will create a job script locally, copy it to the remote system to be placed in a queue.

16

For local executions, no options are needed; the program launches the NRLMOL binary file on
the working directory which will begin the calculation using the input files defined earlier.

Figure 5.5: Submission of an execution.
5.5

Molecular viewer
In order to visually inspect the molecular structure that the user will work on, a molecular
mol
viewer

has been added to the code (Fig 5.6). It consists of an embedding of the graphics engine from the Jmol24
package. It can read molecular structures stored in the .xyz file format and display them on screen.
Additionally, the user may create the CLUSTER file to submit an execution from the
information contained in the .xyz file; this action opens the CLUSTER file creation window (Fig. 5.3)
with the information from the .xyz file transferred into it. It should be noted that .xyz files utilize letters
to designate atoms and the CLUSTER file requires the atomic numbers of the elements, the process of
transferring a .xyz file to a CLUSTER file does this conversion automatically.

17

Figure 5.6: Molecular Viewer.
5.6

Downloading results
Once a calculation has finished, the user can open this window (Fig.
(Fig.5.7) in order to retrieve

output files from the remote system, the download of files is divided into two groups: those that are
created on every run, and those that are created based on the post-convergence
convergence options defined in
NRLMOL_INPUT.DAT, all of these files contain the final results that will be needed for analysis and
plotting.

18

Figure 5.7: Downloading result files
5.7

Plotting
The user can create density of state plots by opening this window (Fig. 5.8). However, the DOS

plots must already be downloaded in the case of a remote execution. In order to generate the plots an
interface to the GNUPlot26 utility has been used. The user can plot the density of states for a series of
atoms, whose number must be defined in a text file listing how many atoms and their individual
identifier number. In the case of a plotting the density of state for a single atom, the appropriate check
must be marked.
When generating the density of state plot, the user can determine if the Fermi level will be
shown, this value is read from the EVALUES file that must be present in the working directory. The
user also has the option to generate a picture in the .png file format.

19

Figure 5.8: Plo
Plotting density of states
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Chapter 6: Other Upgrades
6.1

Modules
To take advantage of the new features available in FORTRAN 90, the code has been modified so

it can make use of modules. Previously, every subroutine included the file COMMONS.INC, in which
alll global variables were declared and were shared through the use of common spaces. However, this
posed a security risk since all global variables were available to all the subroutines even though they did
not need to make use of them (Fig. 6.1), this meant that the value of some variable or array could
accidentally be modified by a subroutine. To avoid this, the variables and arrays originally contained in
COMMONS.INC have been grouped into a series of modules which can be accessed only by those
subroutines that need them; this permits a more restrictive access to the data by the subroutines (Fig.
6.2).

Figure 6.1: Data access using include files.

Even when a given module is used by a subroutine, the access is still limited to using only the
variables that the subroutine needs and not the entire collection of variables and arrays available in the
module.

21

Figure 6.2: Data access using module files.
6.2

Excited state code
In order to maximize the run time of the code, a series of implementations of BLAS6 and

OpenMP19 where done to the recent addition to the code that calculates the excited state energy, in order
to increase its efficiency.
The BLAS functions were not directly implemented; instead, specialized wrapper functions were
created: this allows a more code specific call to the functions. These were placed in a module called
BLAS_ MODULE, so that any future subroutines that needs to perform matrix or vector operations may
just use the operations defined in this module.
6.3

Input file
On the previous
us versions of NRLMOL, whenever post
post-processing
processing of the calculation was

required, the program checked for the existence of empty files that the user had to manually create on
the directory of execution to determine which additional calculations were to be performed.
p
This has
changed by the way of utilizing an input file called NRLMOL_INPUT.DAT, where the different
subroutines are listed with a Y or N to determine their execution. Additionally, there is also a switch to
determine which eigenvalue subroutine tto
o use in the code, depending on the accuracy required.
The contents of the file currently are:
# Put Y,N or number next to the equal sign to determiner execution
22

# Don't forget the quotation marks for the letters
# All variables in this list end with v

&input_data
ATOMSPHV='N'
DIAG1V =0 ! diagonalization to use on regular arrays (diagge.f90)
DIAG2V =0 ! diagonalization to use on packed arrays (diag_dspgv.f90)
DOSOCCUV ='N'
FORMFAKV ='N' ! this controls if FORMFAK is executed
JNTDOSV ='N' ! this controls whether excite is executed
MATDIPOLEV='N'
WFGRIDV ='N'
&end

At anytime during the execution of the program when the program needs to decide whether or
not to execute a subroutine, it runs an internal subroutine call CHECK_INPUTS, which in turn reads the
contents of NRLMOL_INPUT.DAT through a data scanner to decide on its execution. The values in this
file can be modified at runtime and do not affect the normal execution of the code. The ordering of the
variables is not important, but they are placed in alphabetical order for clarity and quick reference.
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Chapter 7: Results
7.1

Heptad calculation
In order to test the updated memory capabilities of NRLMOL, a large system of approximately

450 atoms was selected, a multi-chromophore organic heptad antenna (Fig. 7.1). This system is made
from a wheel shaped hexaphenyl benzene ring with each of the phenyl rings connected to a
chromophore.

There

are

two

bis(phenylethynyl)

anthracene

chromopphores

(BPEA),

two

borondipyrromethane (BDPY) chromphores and two zinc-tetraphenyl porphyrin (Zn-TPP) chromopores.
These last two are connected to a C60 fullerene.
The idea behind the use of this molecule for light harvesting calculations is that the BPEA and
BDPY act as antennas and funnel the absorbed photon energy to the porphyrin, this helps increase the
range of energy that can be absorbed by the molecule since the BDPY moeties absorb in the 475-530nm
and 330-430nm regions, the BPEA moeties absorb in the 430-475nm range which widens the spectrum
for the regular Soret (418nm) and Q-band (557,598nm) absorption of the Zn-TPP. The energy thus
funneled to the Zn-TPP is key to producing a charge separation, as an electron is transferred from the
Zn-TPP to the C60.
It should be noted that the structure had been previously optimized, and thus no optimization was
performed.
As one of main objectives for working on the code was to give it the ability to perform
calculations on large system without performance degradation. A ground state calculation was executed
with the original code, but it had to be run on a limited number of processors out of an available
computation node of 12. After the upgrades it was able to run to almost full (10) processor capabilities
out of a possible 12 per computing node in the Lone star cluster at TACC2, thus minimizing the amount
of idle processors being charged for the usage of each node. The results are shown on table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Heptad performance improvement
Code

Processors

Original

4 of 12

Modified

10 of 12

Figure 7.1: Heptad molecule.
7.2

TCNE calculation
To test the excited state calculations, Tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) (Fig. 7.2), a clear colored

organic compound consisting of ethylene with the four hydrogen atom replaced with cyano groups,
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which is an important member of the cyanocarb
cyanocarbons,
ons, was used, also there are experimental values to
compare the results with known experimental values in order to verify the accuracy of the calculation.
For this, the focus was not in memory savings but in enhancing the performance of the code.
Since this
is has a small number of atoms memory, handling is not compromised, BLAS and OpenMP
were implemented as mentioned before in the excited state part of the code. The simulations were run on
the Lone star cluster at TACC, on a single computing core of 12 proc
processors
essors for a maximum job
execution of 1 hour, the results are listed in table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Excited state code results
Code

Time(sec)

Original

1326.06

Modified

267.39

Figure 7.2: TCNE molecule.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions
8.1

Future work
Although some automatization has been done to the code the code is still dependent on the

predefined size of some arrays listed in the PARAMS file, which require recompilation when a different
system is to be worked on. Further analysis is needed to allocate all arrays automatically so the user
needs to recompile for systems of different sizes.
The subroutine to calculate joint density of states excite3.ftn needs to be parallelized, although
this can be achieved immediately by an implementation of OpenMP on the existing serial code, an effort
should be made to distribute data amongst the processors to achieve maximum speed up.
The excited state subroutine must be analyzed more in depth in order to reduce memory usage.
The current update of the serial code, although achieves parallelism, it should be restructured to
minimize memory usage, since it is a current limitation for the simulation of large systems.
The ScaLAPACK function sometimes does not calculate the eigenvectors properly, this has been
found to be a consequence of clustering of the eigenvalues, and in depth analysis of this clustering is
needed to remove this deficiency. Also, the sparcity of the Hamiltonian matrix needs to be discarded for
the sporadic failure of the function call.
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